The general argument made by X in her article “_____ ,” is that _____ . More specifically (clarification transition), _____ (   ). X shares (example transition to introduce quote), that “_____ ” (   ). Furthermore (additional transition), X “_____ ” (   ). Clearly (significance transition), in this passage, _____ . (concluding sentence).
When it comes to the topic of policy’s regarding restrictions of screen time this (surprised me/shocked me/ changed my thinking/confirmed my thinking/challenged my thinking, BQ’s) because __________. For example (example transition), __________ (elaborate on your BQ/TMM with a specific example). Where this agreement usually ends, however, is on the question of _____. Though some are convinced that (one opinion) ___, others maintain that (another opinion) ____. This form of thinking is significant/correct/short-sighted/wrong/(rebuttal) _____ because _____. Ultimately (use a significance transition), ____ (concluding sentence – answer: so what, so why?).